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About This Game

Dark Sector thrusts players into the role of Hayden Tenno, a covert operative sent on a dangerous mission into Lasria, an
Eastern European city on the brink of ruin that hides a deadly Cold War secret. In the midst of this mission, Hayden is attacked

by an unknown enemy and infected by the Technocyte Virus, a brutal bio-weapon that twists its victims into mindless killing
machines. Surviving this attack, Hayden finds that the Technocyte virus has granted him powerful, inhuman abilities unlike

anything he has ever seen. Now, he must evolve with his powers, survive and become a hero.

All new, all original action-shooter - Throughout the course of the game, players will witness Hayden's transformation
into something more than he was as he fights against the Technocyte Virus taking over his body and the effects it has on
his psyche.

Evolution powers - Hayden gains incredible superhuman powers - including the deadly, bladed glaive that he can grow
from his arm and use and throw with deadly accuracy. Hayden will grow with these powers as they evolve and become
more powerful throughout the game.

Cinematic and immersive experience - Through the use of no HUD, intuitive controls and a 3rd-person over the
shoulder viewpoint everything about Dark Sector is designed with the goal of keeping the player immersed in the game.

Innovative multiplayer component - Dark Sector features an innovative and exciting multiplayer gameplay that will
allow players to utilize the skills they have learned in the single-player game to excel in a competitive environment
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what's this? another Zup!

Click! Boom!.... whoa.... accelerators... nifty. This is a interesting game. A bit short, and while I have not played Prince of
Persia, it might be a... homage to it. Anyway, the HO puzzles are interesting, the other games fun, and it is good for hours of
fun.

Do try it.. pretty gooooooooooooood.. best game 11/10

thanks alpharad. This is really, REALLY early in development XD great potential, very beautiful! But you must understand it´s
a raw piece. The water does not move, there is no footsteps and sometimes hitting stuff makes a sound, sometimes it does not. I
have only spent about 20 minutes in game, and I have already witnessed two wild boars stuck together, a bird sitting on ground
SHRINKING until it vanished and stones hanging on trees. :) Gonna be wonderful later on, but ATM it's...well, EA. Great game
for fans of the platforming genre.
It was a bit hard for my taste, I really liked the art style and the visuals though, so be sure to give it a try!. Rather good shmup
with an excellent soundtrack. Basically the Touhou formula except now enemy attack patterns are sync'ed to the soundtrack. It
is easy to get hyped when the attacks and music come together just right. I'd say it is worth its asking price if you are itching for
some bullet hell. As noted with some reviews, Normal difficulty is rather easy if you have any experience with the genre. Also,
Lunatic difficulty needs to be unlocked via a shop. Easily attainable with 2 playthroughs for anyone with the skill for Lunatic
but I felt it should be mentioned for the hardcore audience.

Heres to hoping that it marks the start of a series.. why and when did i buy this what the heck. Very confusing gameplay,
progression seems strange through each run-through. Things like alternate paths never really explained, and it seems like you
can easily get caught in endless loops
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Cool uncle + Anime girl + Touhou + Super smash bros melee + memes = this game

Overall: 10/10. the game is beautiful. Really fun with friends\/family.
Needs an online multiplayer.
Good game.. Good idea but, poor mechanics make it unenjoyable.. I am a big fan of Digital Eel's Infinite Space series. I bought
SAIS shortly after it came out in 2002 and then when Weird Worlds came out I played the heck out of it. It had the same basic
gameplay but enhanced resolution and a greater variety of actions.

I recently started playing the 3rd game in the series which transitions to 3D graphics. I don't think that 3D inherently ruins the
gameplay of games that make the switch. However, in this case the simple 2D "window" GUI has been changed into an alternate
GUI that does most of the same things but in a slower and less intuitive manner. There are some options (combat and otherwise)
that seem to be missing.

The change to a 3D planet configuration doesn't change the gameplay in a positive way. It just makes it so that you need to
rotate the sector before you move anywhere.

Pros in IS3:
+ Now you can flee to a star system of your choosing.
+ The 3D sector map means that you are less likely to get boxed in by nebulas or other hazards than on a 2D map.
+ The upgrade hull option (only available at each of your ships' respective homeworlds) is a welcome option especially if you
are trying to conquer the sector.

Cons in IS3:
- Why do the smaller ships not follow directions in combat?
- Why have the fire, turn, move, ram, and grouping controls been changed so much in this sequel?
- Why can ships attack you from outside the battle grid?
- Why can the Zorg no longer teleport in combat?
- Why is no longer a fast-forward option for combat or map travel?
- Why is there no longer an option for an extra small sector map?
- The 3D in some ways makes it harder to quickly identify if your potential travel paths intersect a black hole or some nebula.
- Every action in the game seems to take longer than in previous entries (and not just because of the lack of fast-forward) -
trading, switching out equipment, encounters that don't result in combat. This is a problem because games in this series were
originally held up as the ultimate lunch-break game. Well no longer. And because of the lack of a save or suspend feature (and
no smaller maps), you will probable not be able to have as many SATISFYING short gaming sessions with this game.

Neutral
\u2022 A partial flotilla (just some of your ships) retreat in combat is confusing at first (just drag the ships off the combat map),
but in some ways it makes the maneuver easier to perform.
\u2022 Balance has been adjusted compared to previous games (Chromium Gong is no longer limitless uses, Hyperdrive takes
more time, Damocles drones are a lot more difficult, and enemies in general are a lot more difficult on Hard mode).

In short buy Weird Worlds; pass on this entry.
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